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Snapchat – A Growing Platform 

Snapchat is still relatively 
unknown territory for 

brands, with just 5% of UK 
users engaging with 

branded content on the 
platform. 

Daily Users 

158m 
50% Growth in 2016 

Daily images 

400m 
9k Snaps sent per second 

Snapchat filed for an IPO in 
February 2017, with an 

initial valuation of $25bn.  
Predicted 2017 ad revenues 

of just under $1bn  

Parent brand Snap Inc. 
recently launched 

‘Spectacles’ – glasses which 
record and wirelessly post 
10 second video clips to a 

wearer’s account.  

Announced the launch of 
‘SnapBots’ on 8th February – 
vending machines which will 

sell Spectacles – used to 
generate a real world appeal 

for the platform. 

Users 

IPO 

Hardware 
Stats: Forbes, Snapchat, eMarketer 



 
Users across all platforms are increasingly using 

messaging rather than live posts, with WhatsApp and 
Facebook Messenger both eclipsing 1bn active users. 

 
Both platforms are owned by Facebook, and now include 

features to incorporate standard text messaging, file 
transfers and group video chats.  

 

Messaging Platforms  

Brands are using messenger apps to tell stories to 
core audiences, using the stripped back medium of 

the apps to have real conversations. This is time 
consuming, but helps organisations tell a truthful 

story that showcases their product or value. 
 

Hellmann’s offers real time recipe advice, while Vogue 
shares fashion news as it appears. 

Stats: Forbes, Snapchat, eMarketer 



Live Streaming 

Instagram, Facebook and Twitter now all offer live 
broadcast features for users. Social channels are 
encouraging users to share their everyday stories 
through the apps to drive use and engagement.  

 
Twitter reported that their users consume 963k hours of 

video every day. 

Brands are using live streaming to effectively capture 
consumers’ attention. The most successful brands and 

titles offer fun, challenge-based videos to engage 
their audience and showcase their product or offering.  

 
Live streaming is well suited for capturing events and 
offering behind the scenes footage, adding depth and 

personality to a brand.   

Stats: Forbes, Snapchat, eMarketer 



Finstagram 

Stats: Forbes, Snapchat, eMarketer 

 
‘Fake Instagram’ pages are used by consumers to post 

separate content to smaller, more personal audiences in 
order to curate different images of themselves.  

 
Likewise, consumers don’t want to see above the line 

content on their social feeds, which feels intrusive.  

 
Branded content should maintain a lo-fi, honest edge 

to feel real. Above the line assets and images are 
spotted as ads and are likely to be ignored. 

 
Fila uses Instagram well, sharing subtly branded, 

lifestyle lead imagery. 



Disappearing Media 

Stats: Forbes, Snapchat, eMarketer 

Younger users understand the lasting impact of a social 
footprint. Disappearing media features have recently 

launched on Instagram and are currently being tested on 
Facebook and WhatsApp. 36% of Snapchat users cite this 

as a key reason for using the app.  
 

Screenshotting or saving this content notifies the 
sender,  rewarding high quality content with greater 

engagement.  

 
Disappearing content has a short lifespan, and needs 

to be exciting and engaging to generate repeat 
interactions from consumers.  

 
Clothing brands and retailers like Adidas Originals 

and Size? use disappearing media to tease new 
releases and alert dedicated fans to exclusive 

launches.  



Chatbots 

Stats: Forbes, Snapchat, eMarketer 

 
This year is set to see a 300% rise in brands using artificial 

intelligence to offer consumer interaction and 
conversation, with Google and Amazon leading the way 

already.  
 

Chatbots learn as they are used, offering brands detailed 
feedback and data collection while minimising spend on 

customer service.  

 
Brands who carry out all customer service on social 
should look to automate low level interactions to 
increase efficiency across customer service teams. 

 
Hotels and holiday providers are using Chatbots to offer 

a concierge style service to customers, while makeup 
brand Sephora offers consultations based on photo 

analysis.   



The Quantified Self 

Stats: Forbes, Snapchat, eMarketer 

 
Consumers increasingly use apps, stats and live data to 

monitor their lives and health.  
 

Wearable devices offer quantifiable and detailed data 
about our personal lives, and help users keep track of 

their health and fitness.  

Brands can use data already at hand to become a 
trusted source of information for users, offering them 

the insight and statistics they’re looking for.  
 

Market leader Fitbit has ruled out brand partnerships, 
leading brands like Adidas and Nike to look to 

develop their own software and hardware. 



Sponsored & Targeted Content 

Stats: Forbes, Snapchat, eMarketer 

 
Social media users are becoming increasingly aware of 
how content is targeted at them. Facebook and Twitter 

have both come under fire for the way they present 
information e.g. showing a sheltered newsfeed that 

caters to likes and dislikes.   

With consumers savvy to more and more online 
marketing techniques, branded content that looks too 

obvious will be sniffed out immediately.  
 

Channels such as Facebook, Buzzfeed and The Daily 
Telegraph have all been punished by the ASA and 
Google for publishing poorly disguised sponsored 

content.  



Targeting Ad Spend 

Stats: Forbes, Snapchat, eMarketer 

Ad spend on established channels delivers a 
quantifiable return, newer platforms such as 

Instagram and Snapchat should be treated carefully. 
 

Campaigns should be meticulously targeted in order 
to maximise cost per click and efficiency. Brands like 
Netflix understand their audience and speak to them 

well.    

2016 saw social ad spend hit $72bn, edging TV spend 
for the first time ever. 

 
All major social channels now offer paid advertising 
platforms, with varying levels of data and statistics 

available. 
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